The localization of atoms in a nonresonant light wave has been suggested. ' In recent research, it has been inferred from observations of atomic fluorescence 2 and absorption 3 in a quasi-resonant standing light wave that atoms placed in such a wave undergo density redistribution 2 and channeling 3 under the action of the gradient force. In this Letter we report the first observation, to our knowledge, of the localization of atoms in the vicinity of the nodes (or loops) of a standing spherical light wave in the course of their being channeled along the curvilinear wave front of the laser field.
The basic idea of the experiment is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . When atoms are being channeled along the nodes (or loops) of a light wave, the atomic trajectory must follow the wave front accurately to within <X/2. Therefore, if the velocity of an atom entering a standing spherical light wave is tangent to the wave front, the localization of the atom must cause it to change the direction of its motion through an angle determined by the diameter of the laser beam forming the light wave and the wave-front curvature. If we assume that the atomic motion is determined mainly by the gradient force produced by the standing light wave, the angle a through which the atoms will be deflected from their initial direction of motion may be defined as (1) where coo is the beam-waist radius of the Gaussian laser beam forming the standing light wave, ZR = WrWo 2 /x, and z is the distance from the beam waist to the point of intersection between the atom and the light wave.
The maximum angular divergence of the atomic beam within which the atoms still can be localized in the standing light wave is given by
is the Rabi frequency of the traveling light wave forming the standing light wave. 4 Equation (2) (2) where v is the atomic velocity, M is the atomic mass, E is the kinetic energy of the atom, and Umax is the maximum atomic potential energy in the standing light wave, defined as
where po = 8go gave rise to the deflection of some atoms through an angle of a relative to their initial direction of motion and the appearance in the detection region of an additional atomic intensity peak [ Fig. 2(a) 1. The distance from the maximum of this peak to the center of the beam profile in the absence of the standing light wave (zero point on the x axis of Fig. 2 ) was 7.1 mm, which corresponded to a deflection angle of a = 2.5 X 10-2 rad. Estimation of the atomic deflection angle by Eq.
(1) yields a = 2.4 X 10-2 rad, which agrees well with the measured value. It should be noted that so large a deflection angle was achieved because the gradient force in our experimental conditions exceeded the spontaneous light pressure force: Frax/rax 2G 7 /Q 18, where 2y is the natural linewidth and G is the saturation parameter of the atomic transition. 4 The measured angular divergence Aa of the atoms subjected to localization also agrees with the estimate by Eq. (2) and is 5 X 10-3 rad.
The atoms entering the standing light wave at a certain angle of 5O comparable with the angle AO and not along the tangent to the wave front will fail to become localized. In our experiment, this was the case with 8w = ±3.5 X 10-3 rad. Figures 2(b)-2(d) show atomic-beam profiles in the detection region after interaction with the standing light wave, calculated with allowance being made for the gradient force [ Fig. 2(b) ], the gradient force and friction force 5 [ Fig. 2(c) ], and the gradient force, friction force, and momentum diffusions [ Fig. 2(d) ]. The displacement of the beam profile produced by the localized atoms relative to that due to nonlocalized atoms [ Fig. 2(c) ] was used to determine the deflection angle a, which proved to be close to both the measured value and the value found by Eq. ( Calculations show that the main factor governing the localization of an atom in a standing light wave is its point of entry into the wave.' At 2 > 0 the localization conditions are most favorable for the atoms entering the wave near its nodes. In our experiment, we also observed the localization of atoms along the loops of the standing light wave at Q < 0.
Thus, our experimental and theoretical studies have demonstrated that changes in the trajectories of atoms are due to their localization in the vicinity of the nodes of the standing light wave. On the other hand, the results obtained show that the theory of interaction between a two-level atom and a laser field cannot quantitatively describe the movement of the sodium atom in a standing light wave.
